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Category :  Campaign of the Year  

Name of Campaign : eu2014.at 

Description of the campaign: 

The Youth NGO JEF Austria and Europe Direct Austria launched the EP election campaign eu2014.at and 

fed the featured blog last year before the elections to the European Parliament 2014. It was set up 

completely as a peer-to-peer platform for young electives and prime electives. The campaign is a best 

practice example to engage young people in political processes. We established a network in which the 

structured dialog with young people develops and grows. Additionally it enhances chances for pupils to 

meet European experts and politicians and get a wider perspective on their concerns. We encouraged 

young people to inform other young people about their right to vote and to motivate them to use their 

democratic right. Young people were empowered to blog and to organise various events for young 

people. It was the most successful campaign election (according to EP and Austrian Youth and 

education ministry). 

Impact achieved by your Campaign: 

"42 3-days-tutorials (approx. 25 participants each, over 1000 pupils) 

1 election information blog: www.eu2014.at (over 90.000 readers) 

3 congresses „Europe Media Democracy“(150 participants each, 450 pupils) 

11 EU/EP simulation games (100 participants each, 1.100 pupils and students) 

1 European printing competition (32 participating school magazines) 

34 Europe*Cinema Events (more than 10.000 visitors) 

1 Debating Contest (100 teams, 300 participants) 

93  distributive actions all over Austria on public places, in front of schools, universities (approx. 

55.000 contacts) 

31 Debates „Argumente im Kreuzverhör“all over Austria (approx. 5.000 pupils) 

1 election information video clip for young and first-time voters, more than 150.000 views on 

facebook and vimeo 

153 speeches, workshops, Erasmus@School events, debates, election simulations all over Austria  



3 European Politician Speed Datings (approx. 450 pupils) 

 

Local and national media has covered our events during the whole campaign. Positive reports by all daily 

newspapers in Austria (including ""Kronen Zeitung"") and all TV and radio stations." 

What makes the initiative innovative?  

Election blogs are usually maintained by experts and journalists. Not so www.eu2014.at, which invited 

pupils to make up and share their own content. The blog speaks the language of it’s target group 

because most of the content is reported, edited and published by themselves. In that way reporting on 

European issues and election topics isn’t perceived any longer as „boring“ or „irrelevant“, but rather than 

that as "innovative" and "exciting". Speaking the same tongue and in terms that young folks do, foreign 

words and sophisticated expressions have been avoided. Besides that critical statements and 

controversial topics were seen as stimulating for the political discourse amongst young people and have 

been integrated in the news feed. By that criticism and controversy had their right to exist and their place 

to be, as an integral aspect of growing together, instead of trying to exclude, suppress or influence other 

points of views. 

Contribution to European values: 

Our initiative eu2014.at contributed to the European value of unification in difference by encouraging 

young people and pupils to engage themselves, participate und share their own experiences and values, 

wishes and desire for the future of Europe on their own peer-to-peer platform. It also contributed to the 

values of equality and participation, by bringing them together with journalist, opinion leaders and 

politicians giving them the chance to exchange their visions and perspectives. Last but not least 

eu2014.at feels deeply committed to the values of free speech, free opinion and free press, which were 

implemented in the very core of our actions throughout the whole campaign and stay an essential part of 

the spirit that continues along it.    

Website or promotional materials: 

www.eu2014.at  

http://www.eu2014.at/

